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New York City's !inancial Crisis 

A few years ago Charles De Gaulle arrived in New York 
and spoke affectionately about the special bonds he felt 
for that great City. "How often, at difficult moments, I 
looked to New York, I listened to New York, to find out what 
you were thinking and feeling here, and always I found a 
comforting echo ~ " Those of us who know New York City as ' 
the financial capital of the world, the focal point of its '" 
capital markets, have similar feelings. I have been . 
privileged to spend my professional career there, and I loo~: 
upon 'the ~city'as a second horne. 

I " 

It was with these feelings that my colleagues and I 
approached the very difficult problems of New York this 
spring. The~e was no prejudice against New ,York, only a 
sadness that this great City which had inspired so many had 
allowed its finances to become so disordered. And there were 
certainly no prejudgments based on the coincidence that the 
city~s leadership happened to corne from a different ~~litical 
party. No, we faced the problems of New York City acutely 
aware that fundamental questions relating to the proper 
roles and responsibilities of government at all levels of 
our system were squarely presented. And we concluded that the 
problems of New York were created at the local level and would 
have to' be' solved there. 

, , 

" " 

,. 'FOl: background, we must first understand the nature of the 
problem "~hat was developing. Frequently, corporate entities 
'of all'types find ,that the timing of receipts and expenditures 
do riot', : correspond • Thus, for example, a builder will borrow 
money from a bank to build a hou'se, promising to repay the 
money out of the proeeeds of its sale to the homeowner. 
At the' 'eor,p~a·te t)!r'" 9'ovei1'ruht!hta~l levels; w1d.er options' are 
availablei. 'BecaU8'eth:e 'amCfin:ts': 'involved are' sf ten beyond the 
capa:city of CSne- b1!u\k: -~':'at"'$~"a 9(roup 'of bank$' -- to'lend 
from their. ~'~f121i4e, .'1ilQh:1J.~()wing'· nUly'taJte:~ p~ace thtol1gh 
the s-a~e :Of:"~.~~·:'.'.~t~~~1~~ .,1:h~ .. L~l~t! -'~,e,t'. ,- ., 

"~ " .. 'r.,,:',.: ;.~, .:"~.:~;. ..i:'!.':7(.:':J~:")-n.:i'\1t;,~·::::·:n ', .• ,{~.,' ... ~:~~ ,':"L~l··I~J.~~~~l~): ...... , 
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The successful use of this system depends on one 
simple condition: that the amount borrowed does not 
exceed the anticipated income. When this condition is 
continually violated -- when, for example, borrowing occurs 
not in anticipation of income, but instead to close a gap 
between income and expenditures -- the system ultimately 
breaks down. And that is precisely what happened to New 
York City this spring. 

Having borrowed to finance deficits and then lacking 
a surplus "in later periods to payoff these loans, the only 
way New York could payoff past loans was by floating new ones. 
As the deficits persisted and grew, the borrowing pyramid 
mounted: since 1969, New York's short-term debt has increased 
from $700 million to over $4 billion. At the end of 1974, 
New York accounted for nearly 40 percent of all state and 
local short-term debt outstanding. 

The decision to halt this spiral was not made by a small 
group of men in a smoke-filled room. Instead, it was made 
in the clear light of day -~ visible to all -- by that most 
omniscient of judges: the market iself. On March 13 and 20, 
the City, through its underwriters, offered for public 
sale $912 million of short-term notes at tax-exempt interest 
rates of up to 8 percent. Even for investors of relatively 
moderate means this looked, at least on the surface, like a 
very good deal. For such investors, the effective yield, on 
a tax equivalent basis, was some three times greater than 
that available at a savings bank. Yet weeks after the offering, 
despite relatively vigorous marketing, more than half of the 
notes remained unsold. 

The market had spoken. Investors knew that buying the 
notes would make them just another layer in the borrowing 
pyramid and that their primary source of repayment would be 
the creation of still more layers of debt in the months ahead. 
In the absence of any credible indication from the city that 
it was taking any action to balance its budget, the necessary 
first step toward undoing the pyramid, investors simply shied 
away, choosing instead from a variety of competing investment 
options. Although the returns on such instruments may not 
have matched what New York was offering, the risks as perceived 
by the market were much lower. For New York, the market -- at 
least temporarily -- had closec;l. 

It was in this.atmo$phere :that we ente'red the picture. 
When t.he pO$sibilitYQ:f,.a financial crisis was first brought 
to ~y,attenti()n.in ,March, I ,imrnedi,ately cll;rked Under Sect'e~ary 
fo;r ~PJletary Utal.~si.l4~~{',F'" ,B,ennett to t~e 'peraQnal charge 
o;f' the ,matter ~,':.':~~::~:;i,7,~' .. ~~o.~t,; ~r ~l.fI()' a,' 'N$w ~Qrke~~~" ~;rofes:'$ional 
baCk:Stt::~~:n~: .. ~~~~'~~"I~~f¢~~¥,~~'}:'W!~~!1:",tl;l~' "fi:rs"tw.~e~ ,alQne,.'<p.e, 
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convened and participated in four high-level meetings --
three here in Washington and one in New York City -- involving 
representatives from the City, from the State and from the 
financial community. Indeed, at the last of this early series 
of meetings, he asked for and obtained the participation of 
experts on the municipal market from throughout the country. 

Our purpose in holding the early series of meetings was 
twofold. First, we wanted to determine quickly whether any 
facile steps were available to 'reopen the market in time to 
permit the City to sell $550 million of additional notes on 
April 14. Accordingly, we met and talked 'with a variety of 
market experts -- from New York City and elsewhere -- to 
identify the causes of the market closure and to explore 
possible solutions. These were candid, realistic meetings of 
professionals, urgently seeking ways to sell a then unsaleable 
product. 

A second purpose of these early sessions related more 
directly to the question of Federal financial assistance. 
Before we could identify, much less evaluate, our options in 
this regard, we needed facts: facts about the City's expenses 
and obligations, facts about its revenue'sources, facts about 
its debt structure. An early roadblock was the absence of 
good records. No document existed which summarized with any 
clarity the income and expenses of the Ci~y. No document 
provided a straightforward accounting of its assets and 
liabilities. As we quickly became mired in the byzantine . 
world of the City's accounts, our requests that: such information 
be developed were met with earnest promises of prompt compliance. 
Although that was more than three months ago, the information 
has not yet arrived. 

While these meetings proceeded, other parts of our staff 
were also at work. Our legal staff analyzed questions ranging 
from our legal authority to purchase municipal securities to 
the coverage of the federal bankruptcy laws. Others began 
to explore in depth th~ range of federal assistance programs. 
And after complaints surfaced that payments under our social, 
and educational assistance programs were too low or too late 
or both, we immediately commenced an inquiry at HEW, which 
has responsibility for admin!stratj.on of the programs involved. 

Let me dw~l~ p~iefly 9n the aEW situatlo~ because it is 
in4.1-cat.1ve of the kind of ml~under$tanding.wh!ch has permeated 
this entir~" plati;,~~ "At ·.~e C,.1 tt· $ tf;!quest, $enio;r mf!ll\b·ers . 
ot my ~t~~f ~nd.,~:e,pr~.ta.~·)leflt,b~tgerls.st,~~f m.~t "w~th ');)u~get 

;~~e~~:r~r~f··=:¢!~.i::~n~~:et:~::;~t·O!:t~:~r;~~·:Jr~:r::~.: .. 
the l~ke. ··lJmt~Idi~61Y'~ ;,'_~e:: wa.· . ali:. ~+'d.n~·::'_·: 8.u;api·ei.()n 

. at i$.~.' st4i;.·.t:'· ·· •.• ·~:·,·.ttl. ·~:.l!) ... ;;,i· ..• i,·~QiVt,ptt-e ... ~',.' tll.:·'_.~t:;".: ... ~!·"e::.p .. _e~.:l. 
G·· oV8 r"'" , ... ~~ .~';;":~!:i!iJ .. , "::" ~ ··,iI:j'8.:r.>.~ ~,.;.;, !'YjI,t: ;i.." ... ;.i ~ 'l:,~""i;;;,"_iM.~~'6'~·;,It..'·i .:'i' i';".a btlt'· . 

. . '," R ~~T.·n;'~. ~~~~·:~'·:fQ."·1i;:·J.~~.'i .. _ . .,{1 ,,!!Ml~'-::·' ,~~~ · ... ~~.~·::~~.,/I.~\f:f., :~!~.~ ,{,"~!;;~I~.~:.'~~~~, "~"'~ .~ 
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of its support pa~ent~. As the meeting progressed a strange 
thing happened: 1n g01ng through the assistance programs, 
item-by-item, the group determined that HEW was ~oing an 
excellent job in scheduling its assistance payments to New York. 
Apart from a question whether certain Medicaid payments should 
be changed to an advance rather than reimbursement basis -- which 
I shall discuss later -- the City officials left satisfied that 
we were properly carrying out our responsibilities. 

But HEW's concern for New York did not stop there. 
After the meeting, they carefully r~viewed our entire program 
in New York, most of which is administered through the New 
York State Department of Social Services. And that review 
resulted in the discovery of substantial underpayment of the 
estimated federal welfare payments paid to the city by the State. 
We called the underestimates to the attention of appropriate 
State officials, and the matter was promptly corrected, with 
the City receiving an additional $90 million. 

I call these matters to your attention because they so 
clearly belie the image of callous insensitivity that some 
have sought to saddle us with. 

Let me now turn to the question of special federal 
financial assistance to the City of New York. The determination 
that hundreds of millions of dollars would not magically 
materialize from HEW programs illustrates 'a fundamental 
proposition that we established very early. Irrespective of 
the merits of the case for special federal ~inancial assistance 
to New York, the practical means of providing such assistance 
were severely limited. We identified four possible options 
for the Federal Government: 

One: Advance Revenue Sharing and Medicaid payments 

Two: Guarantee or purchase N.~w York City securities. 

Three: Lend New York City all or a portion of the 
required funds through the Fed~ral Reserve System. 

Four: Tak~ no action at the federal level, 
recognizing~at a sOlU~ion must be developed and 
implemented, at the local level. 

tn evalUating the" oP~lC):Af;s, W~ first:. looked; i;lt the .legali 1;y 
and pr~¢tJ¢alitr.· (>timp:le~ilt.~ri~,eac:m 9f, thetn'~ , ~gain ,s ~ill, not, 
yet ~~ae,hin9 ... :th~.qu,~~:;:J:..~,P:.n~+Qt.t:;.};.epP.t.ate.c.i 9J;>1:i()~s .1 thl'o~gh3 
from' i>ptj,OrL, '4).' ..~~t .. t$,;;'·.l'ih"~t:P~t:· ~t1¥f o;1.n ()f:£ed,~f~l. ~ction. wa.$ 
war.r,;~lIitEi~.'· ~~"tbe. ~l!7{.+~!, .. ;!".~.;.: •. :.~,':.;,.~.~.~,:.' '.', '::.:>(' ...., . 
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We' found that only the first option could be accomplished 
by Executive Branch ad~inistrative action. We had no authority 
whatsoever to make a direct loan to New York or to purchase 
any of its securities. As a matter of law, there were only two 
sources of meaningful amounts of cash. 

First, there was Revenue Sharing. On July 7, we are 
scheduled ·to make the April-June quarter's Revenue Sharing 
payment. New York City is scheduled to receive $64 million 
and New York State an additional $57 million. Had we advanced 
the date ·for making this payment and had the State then agreed 
to turn over to the city all of its share, this source could 
have provided $121 million. 

The other potential source of cash was the change in the 
Medicaid payment method I referred to earlier. At present, 
the federal share of Medicaid coverage for patients in private 
hospitals is paid to cities on a reimbursement basis; that is, 
upon presentation of a voucher confirming that the city has 
paid the hospital the amount in question. As a consequence, the 
city must first borrow the funds and pay the hospital before 
receiving the federal share. Had we changed this procedure, 
agreeing to provide the funds in advance on an estimated basis, 
we could have provided the City with approximately $75 million 
from this source. 

The total of $196 million available through these channels 
seemed small in relation to New York's enormous cash 
requirements. We therefore tended to dismiss this option and 
turned to the others. 

New legislation -- the second route -- appeared equally 
unpromising. Legislation authorizing federal purchase or' 
guarantee of municipal securities raises a number of complex 
issues ranging from tax policy to management of the Federal 
Debt to federal/state/local relations. In view of the fact that 
any such legislation would -- as a political necessity -- have 
had wider application than just New York City, such complexity 
alone eliminated this course as a viable option. There simply 
was not time to resurrect and resolve these fundamental questions 
in a satisfactory way and still meet New York1s timetable for 
cash. 

Third, there was the possibility ofa loan from the 
Federal Reserve. Governor Mitchell addressed this option in 
detail yestexoqay and I ·n$ad not "retrace his steps. In evaluating 
this option from the A~in.istt'ation's standpoint, however, 
these fact·~: startc}" out.·'·::Fj.~~~J~ ,'we W'erE!'a",are o~ t;b!! ~imitat;ons 
conq~~s~' 'J;. t~'~,~,,,'.~Pt[>,~:(aQ 'if·~t~", a1P-~t.q~~b~·. ~Y.·' ~e~J;l~:r;;lng . ~e . 

:P:I~~'i;·,;~~:;~~~~?,~:~b.;i:;;.i'~:l;;:,;:~I.,~'~:,fh,;:;~:h;t.?~~,:r~ .tha~ , , 
au thoriot'····'bet,' j.;X~'t:'·~l8ia~tll,. ·.kt:l!'em$"'·:';rij~~a,t't\t. "!Mbreove~ ,we ' 

. . '. .' .. '. . 
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knew that historically the Fed had conformed to the will 
of the Congress and had not exercised such authority in nearly 
four decades. Accord~ngly, we were aware from the start that 
this option, like the first two, was probably of dubious utility. 

With these considerations in mind, we turned squarely to 
the merits of Federal involvement. In addressing this question, 
a number of criteria were relevant: 

First, the assistance had.to be effective: that is, 
.it had to be part of a solution which we could 
confidently predict would prevent a recurrence of 
the crisis after this money .ran outJ 

Second, the assistance had to be fair and equitable: 
we could not show undue favoritism to one city at 
the direct or indirect expen.se of others: 

Finally, and this is partially a composite of the 
preceding criteria, the assistance had to be in the 
national interest: undue expense or adverse impact 
on other federal programs or objectives could not be 
tolerated. 

tihat did effectiveness mean? It meant to us that the 
payment must be necessary to get the City' over a nonrecurring, 
short-term crisis, a financial accident, so to speak. 
A payment would not be "effective" if it appeared that the 
same cash flow problem -- highlighted by an inability to raise 
funds through the sale of securities in the public market -- would 
appear again, month after month. A payment would not be 
effective if it treated only the symptoms and not the cause. 
In other words, we were looking for a plan of responsible fiscal 
action, designed and implemented at the local level, to restore 

. investor confidence and reopen the public market.· Although many 
ideas were discussed between March and the middle of May, as 
of the time of our decision no City official was willing to 
commit the City Government to an immediate and effective program 
of meaningful fiscal refQrm. 

~he ~lTiportance of.a progrilm of fiscal reform really 
bridges this criterion of effectiveness and 'the next cr.iterion 
of fairness. For if we were to use the nation's funds to deal 
wi th the ... (;liff:i..c;:ult~~1II, gf' o~e cd ty., all>eit a. v(Ilry:j,JqpQrtant one, 
wewo'll.4 .. h~v~.1;9 ·.~~.i.$iy, ~l¢Sf!.~VQfJ : tha~· .qp.Yi . $.uch payment would 
not;.: .~e ,:'to . ~e ·4~aI.~vau;~,9.":~:;o.f. ~,~~~ . o~t~~s. .i: .' '. 

- ~ .. 

. . . i . ;.: . " .. ., ~ ' .• ' . . . . '. ':-:, any ,~.i~: ..• e . pto.v14ed. 
g,·v.f=w.; ..... ...,"'~J:ij·.~<P~.~.R.~fj.r7.:ci..~.:L ~s ~ 

l.~.~;g"fit!k:~!e'i w~~l.d ~ ' ..... :h_~~:"~'V"., Q.p~ ,: .. 
~."' ..• ,!!:;...; ':_~~Ilu!\it:~ .. >, .. { IWitI ..... ..... ,; .... ' ... :_,.'''.: :: ...... :-... ~.t: .. :- ~ '.,.'·1 
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Se'cond, we looked at New York's position relative to 
other cities to determine whether it was demonstrating 'the 
kind of concern for its financial affairs that characterized 
the actions of other municipalities throughout the nation. 
We immediately discovered that by comparison to other cities, 
New York was not a particularly hard-hit victim of the 
recession or the so-called urban crisis. Its real property 
values, its sales taxes and its income tax revenues had held 
up better than most other cities. Unlike other cities, the 
problem was on the expenditure, not the revenue, side. 

It is not the province of a federal official to tell any 
city how much it should spend on social services, how much it 
should pay its employees or charge its students. But when 
that city comes to Washington seeking financial aid, it is 
most emphatically the duty of the Federal Government to review 
the balance between expenditures and ,revenues. And what we 
found in New York was a complete lack of balance -- rapidly 
increasing expenditures that far outstripped the growth in 
revenues. Expenditures were increasing at a rate of 15 percent 
a year while revenues were growing at only 8 percent a year. 
This problem is not merely too much qovernment1 it is financial 
disaster. 

With this in mind, let me turn briefly to some specific 
data concerning the City's finances. Looking at the payroll, 
Census Bureau data shows that New York employs some 49 
employees per 1,000 residents. The payrolls of most other 
major cities range from 30-35 employees per l,()OO inhabitants'. 
And Baltimore, New York's closest competitor at 42 employees 
per 1,000, this year imposed a 20 percent reduction in the 
municipal payroll. By comparison, New York's proposed cuts -
prior ,to Mayor Beame's recent budget announcements -- were minimal. 

Turning to specific services, New York spends $151 per 
capita on health and hospitals. Among other cities, only Boston 
is over $100, at $122 per capita -- most cities are at $50 or 
below. Yet, as measured by the 'tlacancy rate, nearly one 
quarter of the beds in New York City hospitals were empty 
last year. 

I do not want to belabor the welfare situation~ New York's 
problems in this regard are altogether too well-known. ' 
Neverthele'ss, it'bears,'notinq 'bhat among clties ,over 1,000,000-
a~l of which 'have'lar~e, underprivi1eqed populations-- only 
New'Yorkspel'1c!1s"more than'$20 pet' capita 'on welfare and related 
sO'c!'al se~vlC'e's... 'I,t$" '~l'qure' is ,$ 31~ ~per¢~p~i,ta ~ : . , ' 

',' ..... ) ',',-. . . ..... ; .' '" . 

Mcjreovex:,,'althou9h the situat~o:n ha$ improved in recent 
years" theW'elfa~~ rolls,' remain laden, wif;h in$:iiqib1es. 
~ar.lier thi/J we~k,the State ,Depo.rtJiu!a'1'lt of Socj,Cll Servioes reported 
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an estimated ineligibility rate of 9 percent. Although this 
is down from 18 percent. in 1973, the improvement still compares 
unfavorably with results elsewhere in the state. Over the 
same period, non-City welfare ineligibles fell from 15 percent 
to. less than one percent. And these figures take on more 
meaning at over $10 million per percentage point. 

Let's look at still other areas. At an annual cost of 
more than one-half billion dollars, New York's city-operated 
university -- larger than virtually every state university -
provides a· tuition-free education to every high school 
graduate, regardless of the student's ability to finance his 
own education. Yet reasonable tuition charges would not be 
a hardship since both the state and federal governments have 
extensive scholarship programs, insuring that no qualified 
student will be denied an education. The present system 
needlessly subsidizes, at great expense to every taxpayer, those 
who are able to bear the costs themselves. 

The burden of New York's massive payroll is multiplied by 
one of the nation's most generous employee benefits systems. 
Fringe benefits for many city employees equal 50 percent of 
base pay. In addition, employees need not contribute to their 
own pension plans, yet may retire early at high rates. 

Police and fire, sanitation, housing, 'the pioture is the 
same: New York is at or near the top in everY category on a 
per capita basis. And on a total dollar basis, to which we 
ultimately must turn in determining how the bills will be paid, 
there is simply no comparison. 

As would be expected, the bottom line reflects the component 
parts. New York spends in excess of three times more per . 
capita than any city with a population over one million. When 
the. base is broadened to include smaller cities, only Boston 
and Baltimore spend more than half as much as New York -- and 
even when compat:'ed· to these cities, New York's expenses are 50 
percent hi9her. 

These figures, from 1973, provide the most current basis 
of comparison. Wh~n historical data are evaluated, other 
intere$:ting.qe:nde ;come.·tp·'!;L9At. Not: On.ly does New York now 
spend far~~~- tAa,'l\, ~~y .~t.ll.~, ~.~i i;y, l),ut,. over a :ten ... ,year . period, 
i ~~i.~f'eaee.·'ii,l'J,;' .e.p..enQ,ing., ~"8" :~r .,outpaced: o~e:r: u:r~~n oen~s • 

. F+oti.'· .1.96~ ~;t1fJ)~g~:.:J!~7f ~·.,Q"Plt.~: .. lJl~n~cj.,a:l. el§p~J;IUl$~ qf lar9~ 
:t1. ~ S. il!'" ~i·tl.~,: . .{~~4*.J·Jl"" .JO~~) .'i:n~~e~lJ~d. .. ~., th. a.v.~~~ge. 2...2. 
t11t)eS • PuX'~nq, .i;p.~,' ~~~"~W'~ ,;-,J'~\$; }}i~~~.:' Jf .. · ~P~JS.~ i"C!4e,a~ed 
some 3 ,5: 't:im$,S,::,;;·.'.'.et ·.j'r::l!~~:;~,reate~ l'a.1i~.; :: .,:';' .:' 
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The only wayan entity which spends more than it takes 
in can.keep afloat is by borrowing. Accordingly, the ultimate 
indicator of a city's ability to manage its financial affairs 
is its debt strcture,' and -- given legal restrictions 
particularly the short-term portion thereof. On June 30, 1969, 
New York had $671 million in short-term debt outstanding. 
By June 30, 1974, the figure had increased 6 times, to 
approximately $3.5 billion. And only the closing of the market 
for New Yprk in April prevented the short-term borrowing load 
from approaching $6 billion this year. As it is, and taking 
into account state advances to be repaid by "Big Mac," short-term 

. debt wil.l be nearly $4.5 billion, 'a billion dollar increase in 
one year. 

And even the growth in short-term debt does not tell the 
whole story. In recent years, some $700 million per year of 
deficit spending for current purposes has been "hidden" in the 
capital budget to be financed by long-term borrowing. This 
practice alone now costs the New York taxpayer well in excess 
of $100 million per year. 

By contrast, apart from bond anticipation notes -- which 
can be considered a form of construction financing -- few 
cities have any short-term debt at all. Each year Chicago 
issues some $300 million in notes, and pays them off annually 
when tax payments come in. Until May 5 of this year, Boston 
had $65,000,000 in tax anticipation notes outstanding, but it· 
retired them on schedule when 1975 taxes were paid this Apri~. 
Again, except for bond anticipation notes, no other major . 
American city reported any short-term debt. 

In recent years, New York has faced the marketplace's 
demands for restraint, responsibility and realism with spending, 
promises and gimmickry. Capital borrowing for current . 
expenditures, artificially high revenue estimates to "balance" 
budgets and support even more borrowing, and, above all, an 
inability to say no where more spending is concerned, make 
New York 1.1nique among our major cities. While the economic 
difficulties of recent years have caused most of us -- fram 
the individual taxpayer to other large cities -- to tighten our 
already tight belts, New York has plunged onward, committing 
its own citizens to impossibly large financial burdens and 
now turning to the taxpayers of the nation for even more funds. 

In the course of numerous meetings at all levels, we stressed 
this, disturbing set of facts to City officials. And we were not 
alone. Fram the New Yox-k Times, from the New York Clearing 
House·, from . the Citiaens'·' But;lget Canmisaion., t.be.··s~e message was 
repeated again and again= get your spending into' line with your 
ab.! 1i ty to pay. . 
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How did the City respond? Speaking bluntly, I think 
they thought we were all a bit naive. You could fight crime, 
you could fight pollution, you could fight poverty and 
ignorance, but -- in New York -- you could not underestimate 
the powerful forces for spending being brought to bear on the 
City's elected officials, driving the City. into the slow and 
painful death of bankruptcy. 

Now I. know enough about New York to know that Mayor Beame 
and his colleagues would be in the fight of their lives the 
moment·they touched their scalpel ~o the growing layer of 
fiscal fa.t which is strangling the City. One only has to look 
at that incredible pamphlet off-duty policemen, firemen and 
others were handing out to tourists earlier this month to 
appreciate the kind of problem the Mayor was dealing with. 
But we make a tragic mistake when we resolve questions solely 
on the basis of which side is more threatening or more 
unscrupulous. 

But as of early May, when I, and then the President, met 
with the Mayor and the Governor, no resolution of the problem 
was in sight. The issue as then presented was plain and simple: 
give us the money to get us through the ~ediate crisis, then 
we'll begin to worry about a solution. 

As I have indicated, it had become clear that the only 
real solution lay in a responsible program of fis9al reform. 
Such a program would reopen the market and avert the possibility 
of a default by New York City. But because no such program 
had even been suggested by City officials, it was our 
responsibility to evaluate the constant suggestions that a 
default by New York would have a devastating impact on the 
capital markets, the banking system and the national economy 
as a whole. 
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It was quickly apparent that the principal adverse effects 
would be based on psychological factors, not objective ones. 
To be sure, many parts of the economy -- especially in New York 
City -- would suffer severe harm. On the whole, however, our 
markets, our banking system and our economy each are large and. 
diversified enough to withstand the temporary inability of even 
an entity t~e size of New York City to meet its obligations. 

But I have been around markets.long enough to know that one' 
ignores psychology at his own peril. Accordingly, before reaching 
a decision, we asked ourselves three more questions about the 
psychological effects of a default: 

-- First, what impact would a default have on the securities 
markets, particularly the municipal markets? 

-- Second, would a default influence the condition of the 
major banks? 

-- And third, what impact would a default have on public 
confidence nationally? 

With respect to the impact on the market, it is fair to say 
that there were differences of opinion. Certain market pro
fessionals from the private sector did tell us the effect could 
be devastating. But my staff and the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York, which as you know, serves as the focal point for our 
public securities markets, advised me that whatever impact did 
occur would be temporary, and, even so confined, would be negligible. 

Three factors produced this judgment. First, it was uniformly 
believed that any default would be shortlived and that there was 
enough underlying value in New York City to assure that all holders 
would eventually be paid 100 cents on the dollar. Second, the 
municipal market had recently experienced the prospect of ~ 1Dajor 
tax-exempt issuer default -- New Yor~ State's U.D.C. -~ and had 
weathered it well. Third, New York's problems had been public. 
knowledge since at least Novembe.r and th.e market, at l,east iii 
~arge part, had reflec:t.~q. t:111s ri~k by discounting th~~ prices of 
New York City and other. w~·~~~·.fi,ssuel"s. This last ludgm.ent wa.s 
confirmed by the strong rally in· the municip.al market when "Big 
Mac"· was establ~Sched,..· . . 

'.' w.~ .foQn~ ~h~:' ~~k.~ij,B.; ·;s'~:~p.~" ~y;e-n b~tot,,-~·. ·eqJlipp~4i. ,~9~ :h~.ndl~ 
wh~tev~rsAqc:~:.i~~l.ihtr.;qccu~r:~"~:'J..LJ'rAA .. ~~l"~ Y9'tc '.~;~~.Y :bo·l~At$·, .0£. tll~· 
maJ or New York bank.s, while J,ara'e in abs.o}.ute terms, were' only 
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a fraction of one percent of the total assets of these 
institutions. The sophisticated investors, whose large de
posits were in question, were aware of this fact, and were 
also aware that, upon a default, this portion of the banks' 
holdings of New York securities would hardly become worthless. 

This lack of a realistic basis for fearing larg~ with
drawals was'coupled with a recognition that the system was 
designed. to handle such an event, if it did occur. A primary 
reason for establis~\ng the Federal Reserve System was to correct 
temporary imbalances of liquidity in our banking structure. And 
the System clearly would have been able to handle any imbalance 
which might have occurred in these circumstances. 

Finally, working with Chairman Greenspan of the Council 
of Economic Advisors and senior economists at the Federal Reserve, 
we looked at potential consumer and business reaction. In view 
of the general knowledge of New York's situation and an awareness. 
that at least many of the underlying problems were of the City's 
own making, we saw little risk that a default would be viewed 
as an indication of a more widespread economic malaise. 

Concluding that a default would not have precipitated an 
economic crisis did not mean that a default should not be avoided 
at virtually any cost. But when we reviewed our analysis of what 
other cities have done and are doing to meet the economic 
challenges of these times, another barrier to special treatment 

for New York became apparent. Many of our leadin.g cities are 
having troubles these days, troubles largely attributable to 
the recession and unemployment levels, and to the impact of these 
phenomena on municipal revenues. But as I discussed earlier, 
and as confirmed by a recent Joint Economic Committee staff study, 
virtually all these jurisdictions have met their problems head on, 
recognizing that meaningful cuts in spending levels were a 
critical part of any solution. As we in this town are altogether 
too aware, spending cuts do not come easy for any elected official, 
especially when a direct impact on one's own constituents can be 
identified. But throughout the country, brave local leaders have 
literally put their political futures on the line by insisting 
that all questions, however painful, be addressed and that the 
problems be solved in a responsible manner. 

Under our system of government, it is not, and should not . 
be, the job of the Federal gov.ernment to manage the finances of 
State and Local government. That function must be handled locally, 
by the government's duly elected leaders. But lie do have a 
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re$ponsihility to thos~ leaders not to undermine their efforts. 
And if we have provided funds to New York, what would we have 
said, for example, to the Mayor of Detroit or to the Mayor of 
Cleveland, each of whom has incurred the wrath of major political 
forces in his own city by taking steps to see that they pay their 
own way. No, if our system is to continue to function, it was 
clear we had to protect the credibility of local leaders. And 
aid to the one major city which had not taken action to meet its 
fiscal responsibilities would have destroyed that credibility 
overnight. 

These were the elements of our decision-making process. 
As you can see, the decision was not made hastily, lightly or 
without complete attention to all· relevant considerations. It 
was not an easy decision, but I think,events to date have shown 
it was the right one. With the Federal avenue closed off,. so to 
speak, all parties could again turn their full attention to 
developing a solution at the appropriate governmental level. 

Before concluding, I do want to mention what the City and 
State have done since May 14, because I think it does provide" a' 
basis for optimism. The formation of the Municipal Assistance'· 
Corporation -- or "Big Mac" as it has come to be known -- provides 
the basis for constructive action in two important areas. First, 
MAC will refinance, and thus in effect reduce, New York City's 
short-term borrowing load by some $3 billion. A major problem 
in marketing New York City notes has been sheer· volume, the market 
simply gets tired of the same issuer making massive claims on 
the market, month after month. Although New York's short term 
borrowing demands will continue to be enormous by any standard, 
a 40 percent reduction should be of benefit. . 

Second, both in the directives of the legislation itsel£" 
and in the ongoing activities of the MAC Board, valuable ass'ist
ance in implementing a meaningful program of fiscal reform should 
be provided. The legislation directs the City to adopt ~ef~,ms 
such as bett~r accoun.tin.g and the elimination of capital borrowing 
for expense 1 terns. pCl'hap;s. more importantly, t.he legislat*on makes 
the MAC Board a formal. :part,i~ipa,~t i!2t the:.budget-making ~rocess. 
As such, the largely non"po,~ltlcal B10ard can· ac.t. as a buffer for 
t~e. other participants in making a·nd implementing the hard de
C1Slons with respect to spending which are essential t~ a long 
term solution. . . 
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In sho'rt, MAC has helped with the cash- flow crisis, MAC 
\vill reduce the short-term borrowing load and MAC can provide 
needed technical and political assistance in making the necessary 
spending cuts. But the fact remains that the hard decisions 
must be made. And they must be made and implemented promptly 
to avoid a recurrence of the financial crisis in the fall. 

Frequently over the past three 'months, the inevitable 
comparison between the finances of New York and the finances 
of the Federal government has come up.. The comparison is justified. 
The problem and its causes are the same, only our Federal printing 
press relieves us of o,ne of the symptoms - - the "cash- flow crisis" 
we have just experienced. More importantly, the solution is the 
same: fiscal responsibility. 

Ladies and Gentlemen: In tracing for you today the develop
ments and reasoning that led to our decision of May 13 with re
gard to the City of New York, I have tried to avoid pinpointing 
responsibility on any individuals or administrations. There is 
no need to descend to that level. More than that, I would hope 
that all of us might recognize that the New York City experience 
raises questions that are much larger than any individual per
sonalities, questions that relate to our philosophy and approach 
toward government. 

Americans are rightfully concerned about the fiscal plight 
of the largest and richest city in the land because they know 
that the philosophy which has prevailed in New' York -- the 
philosophy of spend and spend, elect and elect -- first took 
root and flourished here in Washington, D.C. As a nation, we 
began planting the seeds of fiscal irresponsibility long ago. 
Forty of our last 48 budgets have been in deficit, and 14 out 
of the last 15. By the end of next fiscal year, the total 
Federal debt will be more than twice what it was less than a 
decade and a half ago. And by that same date, private holdings 
of Treasury securities will have increased 50% in only 18 months. 

Neither man nor government can continue to live beyond their 
means for very long. A family that ,persists in such habits \'1ill 
eventually enter bankruptcy. A city will ultimately default on 
its loans. And a nation will foist upon its citizens the cruelest 
and most regressive tax of all, 'inflation. 
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There can be no doubt that the problems of inflation that 
we have experienced in recent years as well as the recession which 
arose from that inflation are both a product of our excesses of 
the past. When the Federal budget runs a deficit year after yeaT, 
especially during periods of high economic activity such as we 
have enjoyed over the past decade, it becomes a major source of 
economic and financial instability. Th~ huge Federa~ deficits 
of the 1960s and 1970s have added enormously to aggregate demand 
for goods and services, and have thus been directly responsible 
for upward .pressures on the price level. Heavy borrowing by 
the Federal sector has also been an important contributing factor 
in the persistent rise in interest rates and to the strains that 
have developed in money and capital markets. Wor~e still, co~
tinuation of budaet deficits has tended to underm1ne the conf1dence 
of the public ina the capacity of our government to deal with 
probl~ms such as inflation. -

We must stop promising more and more services to the public' 
without knowing how we will pay for them. We must play fair with 
the American people, telling them not only what services we can 
deliver but how much. they will cost -- both now and in the future. 
And we must recognize that the taxpayer, on whom the entire 
pyramid of Fede~a1, state and local taxation must rest, can carry 
only so much. It is fruitless to spend more than he is able or 
willing to pay for. 

For too many years, like the City of New York, we have been 
trying to burn the candle at both ends, living 'off our inheritance 
and mortgaging our future at the same time. Whether we can pre
vent the nation from falling into the same plight as our greatest 
city is now the central issue before us. 

000 


